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Antibacterial paper

Huippu Group offers a wide range of antibacterial papers for 
healthcare, business and consumer use.

Order the products now or request a quote for larger 
quantities! 
www.huippustore.fi

• Antibacterial paper is a combination of regular paper with nanosilver, which has  

 special antibacterial effects.  

• Antibacterial paper reduces the risk of inflammation and destroys bacteria, viruses  

 and other pathogens effectively and for a long time. 

• The effectiveness of antibacterial paper has been proven in several tests.  

• The more nanosilver in the paper, the more efficient the paper. In paper, the safe  

 amount is 25 ppm. 

• The effect of the product does not evaporate and, additionally, it is inexpensive and  

 does not pose a health risk. 

• The production of antibacterial papers offered by Huippu Group follows the re 

 sponsible guidelines of the FSC Association. The guidelines promote and enrich the  

 viability of forests. 

• Antibacterial paper is available in a variety of uses. Because antibacterial paper  

 itself destroys pathogens, its effect in paper dispensers, for example, is superior as  

 microbes cannot spread through the dispensers to the papers. 

• Huippu Group sells antibacterial paper exclusively in Finland and a few other  

 countries.



Silver is a precious metal with low reactivity and high chemical stability. Nanosilver 
(Nano Ag) has special antibacterial properties, which affect microorganisms in an 
extensive manner.

Reducing silver to the size of a nanoparticle (the nanoparticle is 1 / trillionth of a meter) is an 
effective way to raise the antimicrobial properties. Microbes, bacteria, fungi, parasites and 
viruses on the contact surface are destroyed quickly, efficiently and permanently.

When combined with paper, nanosilver effectively destroys pathogens from the contact 
surface. The product is not dangerous to health, but it must not be eaten.

For example, nanosilver can be combined with alcohol, oxygen, silicone, titanium, polymers 
and various solvents. Nanosilver particles are quasi-spherical and thin (5–15 μm). Those 
properties create a strong, fast and long-lasting effect against microbes.

Nano Ag PPM tells you how much nanosilver is in the paper / product. The papers we pro-
duce have 25 ppm = 0.25% of the product’s weight is pure nanosilver.

What is antibacterial paper?

A new age antibacterial  
paper with antimicrobial  

and long-lasting anti-
inflammatory effects  

for today’s needs!
TUOTEKOODI NANO Ag

ULKOASU Yellow to brown liquid

HAJU Orodless

HIUKKASEN HALKAISIJA (nm) 5–15

HOPEAPITOISUUS 1000–4000 ppm

LIUOTTEET Deionised water, MPG, PPG, PEG,  
glycerin, ethanol, propanol, butanol

PAKKAUS 1, 5, 10, 20 L containers or  
other containers according to  

the requirements of clients.

SÄILYVYYSAIKA 12 months in closed containers.



Use

The developer of nanosilver has extensive experience in its use in  
various products. To ensure the best quality and efficiency, the labo-
ratory has developed nanosilver for various uses.
 
Applications and products in which nanosilver has been utilized are,  
for example:

• Plastics

• Rubbers

• Cosmetics

• Household chemicals

• Ceramics

• Paints

• Varnishes

• Paper for dispensers

• Hand towels

• Napkins

• Surface treatments

The more nanosilver in the product, the more effective it is the anti-
microbial efficacy of the product.

• In paper, the safe amount is 25 ppm.

• Effectively destroys harmful microbes and viruses without side effects.

• 1–25 ppm is already effective against 650 different contaminants (fungi,  

 viruses, bacteria, parasites).

• Efficacy has been confirmed internationally in various tests.

• Causes permanent effects in the cells of harmful microorganisms.

• Prevents microbial growth and reduces the risk of inflammation.

Effectivity

WATER MOLECULES

10-1 nm

BACTERIA

103 nm

GLUCOSE

1 nm

HUMAN CELL

104 nm

ANTIBODY

10 nm

PIN HEAD

106 nm

VIRUS

102 nm
NANOSCALE

TENNIS BALL

108 nm

www.huippustore.fi



Why choose 
antibacterial paper?

REGULAR PAPER ANTIBACTERIAL PAPER

Pathogens are transmitted from  
the user’s hands to the dispenser  

and finally to papers.

 
Antibacterial paper kills pathogens,  

so there is no risk of them passing with 
the paper into clean hands. 

 
In time, if you use any chemicals,  

the effectivity of chemicals subsides. 

 
Permanent effects on treated surfaces, 

does not evaporate.

Affordable.
 

Affordable, fast and efficient. 

Huippu Group Oy has the exclusive right to offer 
antibacterial paper for sale in Finland and a few 

other countries.

The manufacturer has a European patent for the 
incorporation of nanosilver into paper.

The antibacterial effects of silver  
have been known for over a century. 

Scientific research based on life cycle assessment has 
found that the environmental impact of nanosilver is 

marginal. According to the study, most of the environ-
mental impacts associated with nanosilver come from 

the manufacture of traditional materials used with 
them, such as cotton and plastic.

That is why we at Huippu Group pay special attention 
to the overall manufacturing processes of the pro-

ducts we sell. In our production, we follow the guide-
lines of the FSC Association for responsible forest ma-
nagement, which promotes the viability and biological 

richness of forests.



Kills microbes, 
bacteria, fungi, 

parasites and viruses 
effectively and 
permanently!

Every nanosilver chart 
has the same surface area 

as a football field!

The efficacy does 
not diminish with 
evaporation, as in 

chemical compounds!

The product is fast, 
inexpensive and 

harmless to health 
and is produced in 
an environmentally 

friendly way!



Available antibacterial products

PAPER FOR 
AUTOMATIC DISPENSER 

• 20,8 cm x 125 m
• 2-Ply
• 2 x 24 gm2
• 100 % pulp
• 5,2 cm inner core
• 6 rolls / 44 sacks / pallet

PAPER FOR 
AUTOMATIC DISPENSER
   
• 19,8 cm x 140 m
• 2-Ply
• 3,8 cm inner core
• 2 x 24 gm2
• 100 % pulp
• 6 rolls / 44 sacks / pallet

CENTREFEED ROLLS

• 2-Ply
• 100 % pulp
• 26,5 cm x 250 m x 2  
 x 17 gm2
• 2 rolls / sack, 60 sacks 
 / pallet

NAPKIN
   
• 16,5 x 22 cm
• 40 packs x 200 sheets
• = 8000 sheets
• 32 boxes / pallet

PAPER FOR CENTER-
FEED DISPENSERS
   
• 136 m
• 2-Ply
• 18,5 gsm x 19 x 19
• Detachable core
• 100 % pulp
• 6 rolls / 44 sacks  / pallet

V-FOLD HANDTOWEL  
 
•  22 x 25 cm
• 100 % pulp
• 4000 sheets
• 200 x 20 packs / sack, 40 boxes / pallet

www.huippustore.fi

ORDER ANTIBACTERIAL 
PAPERS NOW! 

 www.huippustore.fi



Ensure the best possible 
cleaning power!

The best results are obtained by combining the benefits of 
antibacterial paper and AirCide Clear, which is made entirely of 
bio-based materials!

When hand and toilet paper dispensers are treated with AirCide Clear 
Spray, the spray destroys microbes on surfaces immediately after 
spraying. When it dries, it provides a lasting protection that effective-
ly inhibits the growth of bacteria and molds and inactivates viruses. 
Together with antibacterial paper, protection is at its most effective.

AirCide Clear is suitable for disinfecting alcohol-resistant surfaces 
such as glass, plastic, rubber, metal and most painted surfaces.

Aircide Clear is specially designed for clear surfaces such as visors, 
goggles, splash guards and other hard surfaces.

28,15 € / pcs, VAT 0%  

(34,90 €, includes VAT 24 %).

Request a quote for larger quantities or resale!
www.huippustore.fi

www.huippustore.fi

100 % Finnish  
and biological  

product!

Does not  
include perfumes,  
dyes or synthetic  

active substances!



Authorized dealer

Huippu Group Oy Finland 
www.huippustore.fi
www.hg-hygienic.fi
 
asiakaspalvelu@huippustore.fi
050 441 4539 / 050 490 4065

Erja Hietala 
Initial / Special Cleaning Service - SCS 
KAM - Team Leader 
erja.hietala@rentokil-initial.com

+358 50 598 8197


